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Abstract—When a “following” link is formed in a social network, will the link trigger the formation of other neighboring links? We study

the diffusion phenomenon of the formation of “following” links by proposing a model to describe this link diffusion process. To estimate

the diffusion strength between different links, we first conduct an analysis on the diffusion effect in 24 triadic structures and find evident

patterns that facilitate the effect. We then learn the diffusion strength in different triadic structures by maximizing an objective function

based on the proposed model. The learned diffusion strength is evaluated through the task of link prediction and utilized to improve the

applications of follower maximization and followee recommendation, which are specific instances of influence maximization. Our

experimental results reveal that incorporating diffusion patterns can indeed lead to statistically significant improvements over the

performance of several alternative methods, which demonstrates the effect of the discovered patterns and diffusion model.

Index Terms—Link diffusion, triad formation, social network

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IN a microblogging network such as Twitter, users’
“following” behaviors form the “following” links, which

is fundamental to the formation of a network structure. The
“following” links are observed to be correlated. For exam-
ple, when a user A follows another user C, this creates a
chance for A’s follower B to discover C, where A, B and C
form a basic triadic structure.1 We show the link correla-
tions in five different triadic structures in Fig. 1, where the
observations are based on the dataset described in Section 3.
Given the preexisting link between A and B and the new
link from A to C added at time t0, we present the ratio of
new link from B to C, created within time frame d after t0

for each triadic structure. Time t0 and t are constrained by
0 � t� t0 � d, where d is a time delay parameter indicating
that the formation of one link can trigger the formation of
another link within a short time interval and is empirically
set as 7 in units of days. From the figure, we can see that
when there is a preexisting link between A and B, the ratio
of B following C triggered by A following C will be

improved by at least 500 times (Figs. 1c, 1d and 1e versus
Fig. 1a). The ratios with the neighboring links shown in
Figs. 1c, 1d and 1e also present at least 1.54 times of that in
a one-hop away link structure shown in Fig. 1b (We selected
the one-hop away link structure with the maximal ratio).
Furthermore, a two-way relationship between two users
positively affects how likely the new link will propagate
(Fig. 1e versus Figs. 1c and 1d). The example implies that
the formation of A following C influences the formation of
B following C. Understanding the diffusion mechanism for
such links can give us insight into how a network evolves
over time. This can benefit many applications, such as
friend recommendation and “word-of-mouth” influence
maximization to attract more links in a network. Specifi-
cally, there are two potential applications, follower maxi-
mization and followee maximization, of link diffusion
phenomenon. The two applications aim at activating more
links in a network. The requirement is derived from the dis-
cussion with real social network companies, who would
like to improve user stickiness through encouraging users’
behaviors. Even though only 1-2 percent of triads form new
links, given the large scale of the real social network, it still
leads to a significant amount of link additions if we can uti-
lize link diffusion in a smart way.

Although the study of link diffusion is related to a number
of areas extensively researched, such as link prediction [21],
[24], [28], [40], network formation [3], [27], [29], [42] and
social influence analysis [1], [5], [9], [16], [22], [25], [45], its
objective and methodology are different from these areas of
work. The diffusion effect between links influences the evo-
lution of the network structure, while network structure also
affects the diffusion strength between links. Existing
research on link prediction usually focuses on finding differ-
ent factors that affect a link to be formed. Network formation
models the network evolution to satisfymacroscopic proper-
ties such as heavy tails and small diameters. Both of them do
not consider the dynamic diffusion effect between links (i.e.,
one link triggers another link in a short time interval). Social

1. Though Twitter does not explicitly provide a function to display
such a “following” message to B, B could still have a chance to discover
C via browsing A’s retweets of C’s messages, directly checking the fol-
lowee list of A, or being recommended of C through the recommenda-
tion function of Twitter.
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observation made in Section 3 that after some time slots
(e.g., d ¼ 7 days), the influence effect almost diminishes.
When multiple links activate e, e is activated at the time of
the first successful attempt.

Even though our FCM model only allows one chance of
activation of a link at the time of the discovery of a neigh-
boring link e0, the discovery event allows different interpre-
tations, which compensate the seemingly restricted one-
time activation attempt. The discovery of e0 by B (the fol-
lower end user of e) could mean either that B logs in and
first notices that A follows C, or it could also mean that
B already notices A following C and already reads some
tweets A retweeted from C. The latter can be viewed as
B learning more about C before she really “discovers” the
value of C and decides whether to follow C. Moreover, the
meeting probability between two persons proposed in [1]
can be also explained as the discovery probability in our
paper. In summary, there can be several interpretations on
the discovery mechanism. Essentially, all of them can be
understood as a delay on the diffusion process.

Fig. 2 shows an example of link diffusion process. eAC is
formed at time t, the follower end point B of eBC discovers
eAC at tþ 1 and then eAC affects eBC to be formed at tþ 1.
Subsequently, eBC affects eDC to be formed at time tþ 2.
Similarly, the follower end point A of eAE discovers eAC at
time tþ 1 and then eAC affects eAE to be formed at tþ 1.

The model can be viewed as a variant of the time-delayed
independent cascade (IC) model [18], [22], [25]. The IC
model diffuses the influence between users in a static net-
work, while our model diffuses the influence between links,
which causes the evolution of the network structure. We
use the word “influence” for convenience, however, one
should not interpret it directly as social influence between
users in a social network.

Our goal is to investigate how likely the formation of one
link influence the formation of the neighboring links in a
short time period. Specifically, we aim at measuring the dif-
fusion strength, i.e., the discovery probabilities and the dif-
fusion probabilities in our model. We categorize the
diffusion in a triadic structure into two main categories:

Follower diffusion. If a link of A following C is formed at
time t0, and this link triggers the formation of B following C
at time t with t0 � t � t0 þ d, where B is A’s follower or fol-
lowee by time t0 � 1, we say that there exists an influence of
the formation of eAC on the formation of eBC . Since this
influence generates further followers of C from a new user,
we call it follower diffusion.3

Fig. 3a shows a typical example of the follower diffusion
in the triad ðA;B;CÞ with a preexisting link eBA by time
t0 � 1. Later, we will consider other triadic structures of fol-
lower diffusion, e.g., by time t0 � 1, B was already a fol-
lowee of A, or C was already a follower of B, etc.
Symmetrically, we define followee diffusion:

Followee diffusion. If a link of B following A is formed at
time t0, and this link triggers the formation of B following C
at time t with t0 � t � t0 þ d, where C is A’s followee or fol-
lower (by time t0 � 1), we say that there exists an influence
of the formation of eBA on the formation of eBC . Since this
influence generates further followees of B from a new user,
we call it followee diffusion. Fig. 3b shows a typical example
of followee diffusion.

The two categories are different. In follower diffusion,
the two newly added links share the same followee end
point, which results in different users “following” the same
user. In followee diffusion, the two newly added links share
the same follower end point, which results in different users
being followed by the same user. According to the differ-
ence, we can design different applications for the two cate-
gories. For example, follower diffusion can be used by a
user to target a small set of potential followers in order to
attract more followers. Followee diffusion, on the other
hand, can be naturally used to enhance followee recommen-
dation. Traditional recommender systems mainly consider
how likely it is that the recommended users will be accepted
by the target user. Based on followee diffusion, the system
can instead recommend users who can trigger the maximal
number of users the target user will follow subsequently.
Traditional recommender systems only focus on encourag-
ing users to follow the one-step recommended followees,
while the followee diffusion-based recommendation focuses
on triggering more than one step acceptances by the target
user. In summary, both follower diffusion and followee dif-
fusion create opportunities of generating more links, which
is important for the healthy growth of social networks.

Note that there also exists some other categories of link
diffusion patterns, e.g., the diffusion of link eAC to link eCB.
However, the physical meanings of those categories are not
natural to be understood and explained. Therefore, we only
consider the two defined diffusion categories.

3 DATA AND OBSERVATIONS

In this section, we employ Twitter to analyze the diffusion
effects in the two defined diffusion categories in Section 2.
We provide basic observations on the significance of the dif-
fusion patterns and diffusion decay phenomenon. These
observations both provide intuitive understanding on the

Fig. 2. Diffusion process of “following” links.

Fig.3.Twocategoriesof“following”diffusionpatterns.3.Tobeexact,whatisdescribedhereisonestepoffollowerdiffu-sion,whilewealsoallowmultiplestepsoffollowerdiffusion,suchasD“following”CtriggeredbyB“following”C.Followeediffusionisequallyallowedtohavemultiplesteps.



diffusion mechanism, and help guiding learning the param-
eters in our model.

3.1 Data Collection

We use the Twitter dataset from [38] in our study. Specifi-
cally, the dataset is crawled in the following way. To begin
with the collection process, we selected the most popular
user in Twitter, i.e., “Lady Gaga”, and randomly collected
10,000 of her followers. We took these users as seed users
and collected all followers of these users by traversing
“following” links, which produced in total 13,442,659 users
and 56,893,234 links. We then monitored the change of the
network structure from 10/12/2010 to 12/23/2010. From
the crawled data, we extract a complete subnetwork, in
which the links between all users are recorded. The com-
plete subnetwork consists of 112,044 users and 443,399 links
between them, in which there are 25,530 dynamic links
from 10/12/2010 to 12/23/2010 .

Fig. 4 shows the follower distribution and followee (the
users being followed) distribution of the crawled complete
subnetwork. Both the distributions are drawn in log-log
scale. We can see that the two statistics both follow the
power law distribution.

3.2 Observations

For both follower and followee diffusion, we define 12
respective categories of different triad structures. Table 1
lists the 24 triads and their statistics in the above Twitter
network. Triads 1 to 12 represent follower diffusion and tri-
ads 13 to 24 represent followee diffusion.

Each triad structure contains links with different direc-
tions and timestamps: (a) the black edge without time-
stamp represents a preexisting link; (b) the solid red edge
with timestamp t0 represents a link added at time t0, and
is the cause of the link diffusion under investigation; and
(c) the dashed red edge with timestamp t represents the
effect of the diffusion to be observed, and it may or may
not be presented in an actual triad. The timestamps sat-
isfy 0 � t� t0 � d (d is set as seven days according to the
following observations).

In Table 1, notation C~ denotes the actual triadic instan-

ces with triadic structure ~, where Cþ
~ are the instances

with B following C within ½t0; t0 þ d�. jC~j is the number of
triadic instances with regard to ~. Notation r~ represents
the rate of B following C in a specific triad, which is calcu-
lated as

r~ ¼ jCþ
~j

jC~j : (1)

We analyze the diffusion effects in different triadic struc-
tures via the following two types of statistics:

� Pattern significance: Are the patterns in Table 1 sig-
nificant or not?

� Diffusion decay: Is the diffusion effect between links
decay over time?

Pattern significance. We conduct a randomization test to
demonstrate the significance of the triadic patterns in
Table 1. Randomization test is a model-free, computationally
intensive statistical technique for hypothesis testing [15],
[41]. The key idea is to define a null hypothesis and a test sta-
tistic. The main steps include: first, compute some test statis-
tic using the set of original observations; second, carry out



generated values that exceed or equal the observed value of
the test statistic. If p-value � 0:05, the null hypothesis is
rejected. In our setting, the null hypothesis is defined as: the
formation of neighboring links is temporally independent of
one another. Under this null hypothesis, we randomly shuf-
fle the formation times of all the newly formed links, and
use the test statistic as the rate defined in Eq. (1).

For each triadic structure, we set d as seven days and con-
duct random shuffle 10,000 times. In followee diffusion cat-
egory, the calculated p-values are all 0, which indicate that
the followee diffusion patterns are significant. In follower
diffusion category, the calculated p-values for triads 4, 5, 7,
8, 9 are larger than 0.05, which denote these patterns are
insignificant. The p-values are shown in Table 1. In triads 7,
8, 9, the most probable reason of B “following” C is C
“following” B before and B “following” back, rather than
the influence from A “following” C. However, triads 9, 10,
11, 12 are more significant because there are more two-way
links in a triadic closure, which can strengthen the diffusion
effect from eAC . In triads 4, 5, 6, the most probable reason
why A follows C is “following” back, and thus C is more
likely to be an ordinary user. Therefore, the diffusion effect
of allowing C to be followed by others is relatively week.
However, triad 6 is more significant because it has more
two-way links. In triads 1, 2, 3, the link eAC is formed most
probably due to the “following” behavior from ordinary
user to celebrity user. Thus the diffusion effect in triads 1, 2,
3 are much stronger. Henceforth, we ignore triads 4, 5, 7, 8,
9 in the following analysis and experiments.

Diffusion decay. To observe the effect of link diffusion over
time, we vary the value of d as 1; 2; 3; 5; 7 and 10 days. For
each value of d, we average the observed r~ in follower diffu-
sion category and followee diffusion category respectively,
and show the results in Fig. 5. From the results, we can see
that the increasing rate of r~ becomes slower over time.
When d is larger than seven days, r~ almost stops increasing,
which implies that the diffusion effect persists for about
seven days. We also notice that compared with follower dif-
fusion, the rate r~ in followee diffusion is high in the first
day and later it increases very slowly. This is because, in
follower diffusion (Fig. 3a), there should be somemechanism
for B to discover A following C, such as via browsing A’s
retweets of C’s messages. While in followee diffusion
(Fig. 3b), although B may discover A following C according
to the system recommendation after a period of time, B can
also discover C immediately after following A via browsing
A’s retweets of C’s messages. Thus, the formation of B fol-
lowing C in followee diffusion is easier than that in follower
diffusion. For simplicity, we uniformly choose d as seven
days in the later analysis and experiments.

We further conduct another analysis to show that the dif-
fusion effect decays over time. For each triad, we calculate
r~ with d as seven days. For comparison, we change the solid
red edge to a preexisting link (i.e., t ¼?), instead of a newly
formed link, and recalculate r~. We select three representa-
tive triads for each category and report the comparative
results in Fig. 6. From the results, we can see that in both cate-
gories, r~ in the original triads (neighboring links are formed
within a short period) are significantly higher than those in
the comparative triads (neighboring links are formed a long
period from each other), which indicates that the diffusion
effect between neighboring links decays over time. More-
over, Fig. 6b presents a higher rate difference than Fig. 6a,
which also indicates that the decay effect in followee diffu-
sion is more significant than that in follower diffusion.

Other observations. In the category of follower diffusion,
we discover that the diffusion strength is more significant
when there is a two-way relationship between A and B. We
divide triads in this category into four groups (triads 1-3, tri-
ads 10-12). In each group, the first triad only has a one-way
relationship eBA, the second triad only has a one-way rela-
tionship eAB, and the third triad has both eAB and eBA. The
statistics in Table 1 show that the triads with a two-way
relationship between A and B exert a stronger effect on the
formation of B following C than those with only a one-way
relationship between A and B (about +1 percent). This can
be explained by the intuition that two-way relationships are
much more likely to be actual “social” relationships, rather
than “celebrity following”, and thus can better facilitate the
diffusion of “following” links.

In the category of followee diffusion, we discover that the
diffusion effect is more significant when there exists a one-
way relationship from A to C. We also divide the triads in
this category into four groups (triads 13-15, triads 16-18,
triads 19-21, triads 22-24) similar to the division for follower
diffusion category. We see that for all the groups, the triads
with a one-way relationship from A to C exert a stronger
effect on the formation of B following C than those with
only a one-way relationship from C to A (þ3�40 percent).
This can be explained as a user discovery process: when a
link of B following A is formed, this may trigger B to dis-
cover A’s followee C through immediately browsing A’s
retweets of C’s messages, and A’s interest in C may indicate
that Bwould be also interested in C.

Summary. We have seen that first, the formation of two
links in some triads is temporally dependent; second, the
diffusion effect between two links decays over time; third, a
two-way relationship between two users can trigger more



links (þ1 percent) than a one-way relationship and a rela-
tionship directed from A to C improves the diffusion likeli-
hood from A following C to B following C (þ3�40 percent).

4 MODEL LEARNING

In this section, we learn the diffusion strength in different
triadic structures in Table 1. We define an objective function
based on FCM and propose an EM algorithm to solve it.

Likelihood function. Based on the FCM model, we define
a likelihood function to describe the generative probability
of all the links in the network. The objective is to estimate
the parameters u ¼ fhe0e; ge0eg through maximizing the like-
lihood function. Actually, any link only forms once and
there is no more than one instance associated to one pair
ðe0; eÞ. Directly estimating the diffusion probability he0e and
discovery probability ge0e for ðe0; eÞ therefore results in
trivial solution (If e



The notation ye0e denotes the probability of e0 not activating
e within ½te0 ; te�, which means that at each time slot from te0
to te, e

0 does not activate e successfully. In other words, ye0e
is the probability that e0 activates e after te5:

ye0e ¼ 1� h~g~
Xte
t¼te0

ð1� g~Þt�te0

¼ h~ð1� g~Þte�te0 þ1 þ ð1� h~Þ:
(6)

For each newly added link, we also formalize its effect on
its unformed neighboring links. A newly added link e 2 E
has a chance to activate its unformed neighboring links
within the next d time interval. It fails to activate a neighbor-
ing link e0 with probability yee0 if e

0 2 Re, where Re is the set
of neighboring links of e not added before te þ d. The proba-
bility yee0 is also calculated using Eq. (6), while replace te0
and te with te and te þ d respectively.

Finally the log-likelihood function can be rewritten as

log L ¼
X
e2E

(
log

X
~aSe

Y
e0 2 Se

x
ae0
e0ey

1�ae0
e0e þ

X
e02Re

log yee0

)
:

EM algorithm. We use an EM algorithm to learn the
model parameters.

We introduce a posterior distribution qðej~aSeÞ ¼ pðej~aSe Þ
pðejSeÞ

and use Jensen’s inequality to find a lower bound of the

log-likelihood function:

log L ¼
X
e2E

(
log

X
~aSe

q̂ðej~aSeÞ
pðej~aSeÞ
q̂ðej~aSeÞ

þ
X
e02Re

log yee0

)

�
X
e2E

(X
~aSe

q̂ðej~aSeÞ log
pðej~aSeÞ
q̂ðej~aSeÞ

þ
X
e02Re

log yee0

)
;

where the notations with^are the parameters of last itera-
tion. The expression q̂ðej~aSeÞ log q̂ðej~aSeÞ is only related to
the parameters of last iteration, which can be viewed as a
constant and ignored when maximizing the lower bound.

We use Qðu; ûÞ to denote the simplified lower bound

Qðu; ûÞ ¼



h~ ¼
P

ðe0;eÞ2Cþ
~
D̂e0e þ

P
ðe0;eÞ2C�

~
B̂e0e

jC~j ; (12)

g~ ¼
P

ðe0;eÞ2Cþ
~
Âe0eP

ðe0;eÞ2C�
~
B̂ee0 ðdþ 1Þ þPðe0;eÞ2Cþ

~
D̂e0eðte � te0 þ 1Þ : (13)

In Eqs. (12) and (13), Cþ
~ and C�

~ are defined in Table 2.
Notations Ae0e, Be0e and De0e are the intermediate variables
for easy description, where Ae0e and Be0e are defined in
Eqs. (9) and (11), andDe0e is defined as follows:

De0e ¼ Be0e þAe0e �Ae0eBe0e: (14)

We summarize the algorithm in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Model Learning.

Input: A dynamic network G ¼ ðV;E; tÞ
Output: u ¼ fh~; g~g

1 Initialize h~ and g~ with random value within (0,1);
2 repeat
3 E-step : foreach e 2 E do
4 foreach e0 2 Se do
5 Calculate xe0e using Eq. (5);
6 Calculate ye0e using Eq. (6);
7 foreach e0 2 Se do
8 Calculate Ae0e using Eq. (9);
9 Calculate Be0e using Eq. (11);
10 CalculateDe0e using Eq. (14);
11 foreach e0 2 Re do
12 Calculate Bee0 using Eq. (11);
13 M-step: for~ ¼ 1 to 24 do
14 Calculate h~ using Eq. (12);
15 Calculate g~ using Eq. (13);
16 until Convergence;

5 APPLICATIONS

In this section, we introduce how to use the learned diffu-
sion strength into two applications, follower maximization
and followee maximization. The two applications aim at
activating more links in a network. We mainly describe
how to calculate the expected number of activated links
under the assumption of FCMmodel.

Follower maximization. Given a target user v, the goal of
follower maximization is to find k initial followers S of v
such that the number of new followers is maximized. We
use a greedy algorithm [22] to solve the problem. The basic
idea is to select the user in round i that maximizes the
incremental followers of v. For each user u =2 S, the number
of activated followers is estimated with R repeated simula-
tions of FCMðS [ fugÞ (Lines 3-8 in Algorithm 2), where
FCM(S) returns the set of followers activated by users in
S. FCM is a simulated link diffusion process (cf. Section 2
for details), where the links are diffused from the links
pointing from the initial users in S to v according to the
follower diffusion patterns. In FCM, the probability of e0

activating another e is calculated by Eq. (5). After we get
the optimal seed set S, the expected number of followers

activated by S is estimated by running FCM(S) R times. In
the application, we make an assumption that everyone in
the seed set will accept the recommendation to follow the
target user v with probability 1.0.6 Although the assump-
tion is not very practical, it does not affect the objective of
verifying the effectiveness of our model in the application
of influence maximization.

Followee maximization. Followee maximization can be
generally considered to be an extension of friend recom-
mendation. The difference is that friend recommendation
mainly focuses on the successes of one-step recommenda-
tions, while followee maximization tries to recommend
initial one-step followees as seeds to maximize the total
number of subsequent followees after the process of fol-
lowee diffusion ends. Thus, followee maximization can ease
the sparsity problem of the network. Specifically, given one
target user v, the goal is to recommend k initial followees to
v such that the total number of new followees accepted by v
is maximized. This application uses the followee diffusion
patterns and similar algorithm as follower maximization.

Algorithm 2. Follower/Followee Maximization.

Input: A network G ¼ ðV;EÞ, user v, seed size k
Output: Initial follower/followee S

1 Initialize S ¼ ; and R = 10,000;
2 for i ¼ 1 to k do
3 foreach u 2 V nS do
4 su ¼ 0;
5 for r ¼ 1 to R do
6 suþ ¼ jFCMðS [ fugÞj;
7 su ¼ su=R;
8 S ¼ S [ fargmaxu2V nSsug;

6 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the proposed FCM in two
dynamic networks of Twitter and Sina weibo7 through the
tasks of link formation and influence maximization.

6.1 Experimental Setup

We use two datasets. One is the twitter dataset described
in Section 3. Another is a Sina Weibo dataset, which, simi-
lar to Twitter, allows users to follow each other. The Weibo
dataset is crawled in the following way. To begin with, 10
random users were selected as seed users, and then their
followees and followees followees were collected, which
produced in total 96,882 users and 1,391,432 links. Then
we monitored the dynamic changes of the links for the
96,882 users from 8/28/2012 to 9/29/2012 and obtained
30,562 new links.

For each dataset, we construct positive and negative
instances from it. The links to be probabilistically generated
are the dashed red edges with timestamp t in Table 1. These
links may or may not be presented in actual triads. Links
presented on the actual dataset are labeled as positive
instances, while the others are treated as negative instances.

6. The setting is only for the two applications, not for the link predic-
tion task in the experimental section.

7. The most popular Chinese microblogging service.
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Each positive or negative instance is associated with a list of
features based on the empirical counts of the 24 triadic
structures in Table 1. Diffusion strength, including the dis-
covery and diffusion probabilities, can be learned from our
model. Given the difficulty of directly evaluating the
obtained values, we suggest to use the task of link predic-
tion to verify the effectiveness.

We also incorporate diffusion strength into the applica-
tions of follower maximization and followee maximization
to verify the effectiveness of our model. The goal is not to
compare the efficiency of the algorithm of influence maxi-
mization, however, we can easily improve the efficiency if
applying the methods proposed in [8], [9].

Evaluation metrics. To quantitatively evaluate the pro-
posed FCM for estimating the likelihood of a new
“following” link, we divide the constructed positive and
negative instances from the dataset into training and test set.
Since the time dependence only exists between one instance
and the neighboring links in its corresponding triadic fea-
tures, the instances are independent with each other. Thus,
we can perform five-fold cross validation in terms of several
alternative metrics. We use FCM to learn fh~g and fg~g in
training data, and then estimate the formation probability
pðejSeÞ under the influence of recently added neighboring
links Se using Eq. (10) in test set. We first cast the task as a
classification problem. The aim is to classify whether a given
link e will be formed or not. FCM classifies that e will be
formed if pðejSeÞ > t. We use Precision, Recall, F1-measure
and AUC as evaluation measures, where Precision, Recall
and F1-measure are set as the optimal values by enumerat-
ing different values of t from 0 to 1 with an interval 0.1, and
AUC is obtained by considering all the values of t. We also
cast the task as a ranking problem. The aim is to rank the
candidate followee end points for each follower end point.
We set candidate followee end points as those two hops
away from the given follower end point. We use P@1 (Preci-
sion for the top 1 ranking result), P@2, P@5, P@10 and MAP
(Mean Average Precision) for evaluating the ranking fol-
lowee list for a given follower end point and average the
metrics for all the follower end points together. The ranking
task is to find which followee candidates have the highest
probabilities to be followed. FCM naturally calculates a for-
mation probability pðejSeÞ for each candidate link and can
easily apply the probabilities for ranking.

Comparison methods. We compare our model with several
alternative methods. The first category of methods we com-
pare with is based on classification.

Basic. Determines that a link will be definitely formed if it
is the edge to be predicted in the 24th triadic structure in
Table 1 (i.e, all the three links will become two-way links if
the link is formed).

SVM. Uses the same 24 kinds of triadic structures as fea-
tures and employs SVM-light to train and predict the forma-
tion of links.

LRC. Uses the same 24 kinds of triadic structures as fea-
tures and leverage a logistic regression classification model
[28] to train and predict the formation of links.

The second category of methods we compare with is
based on ranking.

Collaborative filtering (CF): Leverages the existing collabo-
rations to make the prediction. Given a follower end point

u, we need to find the most possible users that u will make
links to them. The basic idea is that if a user u has the similar
tendency as a user w, u is then likely to follow the same user
as w. We employ a memory-based collaborative filtering
algorithm [11], in which the score of u following v is calcu-
lated using the following formula:

CF scoreðu; vÞ ¼
X
w

Iðw; vÞsimðw; uÞ;

where simðw; uÞ is the similarity between the users w and u,
e.g., cosine similarity based on common followees; the indi-
cator variable Iðw; vÞ is 1 if user w has followed v and 0 oth-
erwise. We rank all the candidates fvg to a query user u
based on CF scoreðu; vÞ.

SimRank. Calculates the similarity between the given fol-
lower end point u and the candidate followee end point v
by averaging the similarity between all pairs of their follow-
ees [20]. Then the candidates fvg to a query follower end
point u are ranked based on the similarity.

Katz. Calculates the similarity between the given follower
end point u and the candidate followee end point v by sum-
ming over all possible paths from u to v. To improve the effi-
ciency, we only consider the paths with length less than 4.
Katz is mentioned as the best link predictor in [33].

Random-random model (RR). Generate networks by pro-
posing a triangle-closing model [27]. The generative process
is, when a given follower end point u decides to add a link
to some candidate followee v, u first selects a neighbor w
uniformly at random, and w then selects a neighbor v uni-
formly at random. The link euv is then created and the trian-
gle ðu;w; vÞ is closed. According to the link generation
model, the score of u following v is calculated by

RR scoreðu; vÞ ¼ 1

jF ðuÞj
X
w

Iðu;wÞIðw; vÞ 1

jF ðwÞj ;

where jF ðuÞj means the number of users being followed by
user u, and Iðu;wÞ is 1 if user u has followed w and 0 other-
wise. We rank all the candidates fvg to a query user u based
on RR scoreðu; vÞ.

Preferential attachment with communities (PAC). Generate
networks by proposing a directed closure process [42].
When a given follower end point u decides to add a link to
some candidate followee end point v, with probability b,
user u will choose to follow a user from the same commu-
nity as u; with probability 1� b, u will choose to follow a
random user. With probability a, user v will be followed
preferentially (i.e., at random from a probability distribu-
tion which weights nodes by their current indegree) and
with probability 1� a, user v will be followed uniformly at
random. According to the link generation model, the score
of u following v is calculated by:

PAC scoreðu; vÞ ¼ b a
jNðvÞjP

v2CðuÞ jNðvÞj þ ð1� aÞ 1

jCðuÞj

 !

þ ð1� bÞ a
jNðvÞjP
v2V jNðvÞj þ ð1� aÞ 1

jV j
� �

;

where jNðvÞj means the number of followers of user v. CðuÞ
is the collection of users belonging to the same community
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of user u, where the communities are detected initially by
the algorithm [10]. V is the collection of followee candidates
of user u, which is set as the followees two hops away from





maximization performance. Our method selects the initial
followers/followees based on the learned discovery and
diffusion probabilities. This demonstrates that distinguish-
ing the diffusion effects in different triadic structures can
effectively activate the followers/followees based on the
diffusion process of FCM.

7 RELATED WORK

Diffusion model and influence maximization. SIR model [23]
and SEIR model [31] are two well-known epidemic models
that describe the transmission of communicable disease
through individuals. To model how users influence each
other in a social network, two diffusion models, namely lin-
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